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Where do 2 out of 3 new
consumers come from?
It’s not where you think

Women in tech
Unitron employees do their part to inspire women
and youth into science, technology, math and
engineering professions

OTC

Tomorrow’s consumers
will demand price
transparency

We asked them
Learn what 350
consumers want
from you

Opening remarks

It’s time for a new narrative
Be the change that you want to see in the world
~ Mahatma Ghandi

Lilika Beck

Vice President,
Global Marketing

As our special interest story in this issue shows,
Unitron, alongside other tech companies, is
very active in promoting women and youth in
the local tech community. We are continuously
connecting with universities, technology networks and peer groups to keep our profile high,
while inspiring women to take up science, technology, engineering and math roles.

Just as women are demanding change, so are
hearing healthcare consumers. The easy, convenient and connected experience they enjoy
with general consumer brands is driving new
expectations in hearing healthcare.

All conversations.
All mobile phones.
All the freedom
of rechargeable.

Moxi™ All is our latest hearing innovation
designed to give consumers all they have ever
wanted and is the first and only solution to combine universal mobile phone connectivity with
rechargeable technology. Importantly, consumers can take home Moxi All hearing instruments
to try before they buy with FLEX:TRIAL,™ something 99% of hearing healthcare professionals
say improves their total experience.2
FLEX™ is, as Martin Grieder, Group Vice President, Sonova HI Marketing, aptly notes in our
interview with him, exactly the change hearing
healthcare professionals need. In these tumultuous times, the ability to deliver a remarkable, digitally-enabled customer experience
to consumers is key to establishing long-term
brand differentiation.
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My father once told me that the 21st century is
the century for women. As I look around I can
see emerging evidence of women inspiring
change in sport, in the media and in industry.
Here in Kitchener-Waterloo, the tech center of
Canada – affectionately called ‘Silicon Valley
of the North’ – we have the opportunity to be a
part of this sea of change. Research from the
National Center for Women & Technology suggests that workplace conditions, a lack of
access to key creative roles, and a sense of
feeling stalled in one’s career are some of the
most significant factors contributing to female
attrition from the tech field. Women face difficulties in accessing core, innovative technical
roles and female patenting is very low.1
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It’s no wonder we called it Moxi™ All.
Made for all phones
Connect directly to any
mobile phone* – not
just iPhone.® Patients
love hands-free calling
without a streamer.**

Best in
conversations
Conversations are more
enjoyable in person
and on mobile phones
thanks to advanced
performance features.

hearing for
people in need
with hearing loss
*Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with a compatible Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile
**Moxi All field trial results, 2017 Product shown at actual size

Rechargeable
An overnight charge is
all your patients need
to enjoy conversations
all day, every day.

Contact your
Unitron representative
or visit unitron.com
to learn more.

Inspiring women
and youth in tech

Unitron employees do
their part to inspire women
and youth into science,
technology, math and
engineering professions
The most coveted jobs in our economy are related to STEM
(science, technology, engineering and math). However, while
countries around the world are actively working to inspire
women and youth into STEM-related careers, there’s always
room to do more when attracting young people to take up
technology professions. Currently, women today represent
only 35% of degrees earned in tech-related fields.
As a technology innovator in hearing healthcare located in
Waterloo Region – a part of North America known as “Silicon
Valley North,” Unitron and its employees are doing their part
to actively inspire and encourage women and youth into
STEM-related professions and to provide workplace opportunities for those entering technology fields.
“From hiring summer students and university coops, to
funding university research in audiology, to sponsoring
coding and other technology-related events, we’re committed as a company to building a love for science, technology
and math among today’s young people. These efforts build
a great talent pipeline for future hires and are key to our
organization’s R&D future,” says Julie Dopko, CHRL, Director
of Human Resources for Unitron.
Fortunate to be situated in close proximity to Western
University, McMaster University, and the University of
Waterloo, Unitron frequently engages in engineering and
audiology-related research collaborations. The company
also taps into University of Waterloo’s celebrated cooperative education program to employ engineering and computer science students. International students (including
several studying in Europe) also participate, with several
travelling to Unitron for professional development experience and for short term assignments.

l-r: Leah Vusich, Product Manager & Audiologist; Carolina Rubiano Galvis,
Senior Validation Specialist; Laura McFadden, Director, Brand
Communications; Christy Heideman, Senior Logistics Analyst

In the fall of 2017, Unitron was one of several corporate
sponsors of Code/Design to Win, a hackathon and national
coding challenge targeted to students interested in building
careers in computer science and user experience design.

Erica Morgan, Digital Marketing Specialist,
answers audience questions at a Girl Geek
Dinner hosted by Unitron.
Unitron employees Erica Morgan, Laura McFadden, Tina
Howard and Leeanne Quehl recently hosted a “Girl Geek
Dinner” in Waterloo Region where they participated in a
panel discussion on the evolution of the company’s hearing
aids; focusing on how women at Unitron actively contribute
to the ongoing development of hearing aid technology. First
established in the UK in 2005, Girl Geek Dinners was
founded to promote women working in the technology
industry. The organization is now 64 chapters strong and in
23 countries around the world. The Waterloo Region chapter
has more than 800 members, who meet monthly at one of
the local technology or startup companies to learn from
each other and about the local tech scene. At Unitron’s Girl
Geek Dinner, hosted at the company’s headquarters, guests
were enthralled and pleasantly surprised to learn about Unitron’s dedication to helping people with hearing loss. They
were also keenly interested in the company’s modern
advances in hearing devices and accessories, marveling at
the tiny size of today’s hearing aids.
Finally, to keep the importance of STEM and women in tech
top of mind within the company, Unitron hosts a regular
peer to peer group of women where they can share knowledge, network and engage in ongoing career development
activities.
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The best seat
in the house
Unitron taps into McMaster University’s LIVELab for research
into hearing aid efficacy in a live performance setting

Unitron has enjoyed a long history of collaboration with leading academic institutions to further the
company’s research into hearing loss and hearing instruments. Currently, Unitron is participating in a $9M,
five-year Ontario Research Foundation grant with Western University and is involved in several Mitacs*
grants, which allow industry partners to invest in graduate or post-graduate research efforts.
Recently, Unitron worked with researchers at McMaster
University to study aided perception of speech in noise.
To accomplish this, Unitron and the researchers turned to
LIVELab (Live Interactive Virtual Environment Lab), a
unique research center and performance space on the
campus. This unique 106 seat auditorium is fully instrumented for highly advanced acoustical research. The lab
is built to NC10 standards, meaning there is a background
noise level of only 10dB (thousands of times quieter than
a typical classroom) and low reverberation time. This is
accomplished via unique architectural designs, including
room-within-room construction, a floating floor, a concrete outer ceiling, custom noiseless HVAC system, and
acoustic panels.
With this environment providing a blank slate for acoustical
measurement, LIVELab researchers are then able to use the
Meyer Sound Active Acoustic System to digitally recreate
any type of environment – from a cathedral, to a concert hall,
to an anechoic chamber. The system can also immerse participants in sound, such as a busy restaurant to simulate real
environments.
“LIVELab is a truly amazing acoustic research facility. It can
simulate any sound environment, then monitor subjects with
incredible precision looking at everything from head and eye
movements, brain responses (EEG), and heart rates.” says
Don Hayes, PhD, Unitron Director of Clinical Research.
For this research, 21 students with normal hearing were
equipped with Unitron hearing aids set to minimal amplification. Students were first tested with no hearing aids at all,
then tested with a traditional hearing aid setting employing
a front facing directional microphone. Finally, they were
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tested with hearing aids equipped with SpeechPro (Unitron’s
advanced technology that provides optimal speech understanding and localization from all directions). Loudspeakers
were set up in the auditorium from behind, the front and the
side of three rows of listeners to assess the perception of
speech from each direction. Then, the acoustical environment was introduced to stimulate a busy food court in a mall
at peak lunchtime.
“Normally, hearing aid performance is tested one subject at
a time,” explains Don. “At LIVELab, we were able to test 21
people all at once. This allowed us to take our research to a
new level to monitor speech perception from 21 different
relative locations for exactly the same speech tokens. Thus
we can observe the effect of an individual’s proximity to the
speaker relative to the other twenty people all at the same
time. The researchers also monitored EEG and EKG output,
to see the effect on brainwaves and heart rate to evaluate
the effect of listening effort on the body.”
While the analysis of the research is still ongoing, Don and
his team were pleased to learn that the SpeechPro technology outperformed the traditional hearing aids. “We found
SpeechPro consistently worked better for listening effort
and speech recognition,” says Don.
Don hopes to return again to LIVELab in the future for further research into the performance of hearing aids and its
effect on hearing impaired people. “The power of LIVELab is
that it allows us to be very systematic with the particular
noise environment and signal level. And we can also add in
some additional instrumentation to monitor the performance of the hearing aid itself in real time. I’m sure it would
yield some fascinating research.”

Mitacs is a non-profit, national research organization that manages and funds research and training programs for undergraduate,
graduate students and postdoctoral fellows in partnership with universities, industry and government in Canada.
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How to get new
patients by building
trust online

Globally, HHCPs spend 11% of their revenue on marketing.
It’s true that across all four countries, marketing that
focused on retaining and growing business with current
patients was considered to be more effective than marketing aimed at obtaining new patients – nevertheless the
HHCPs spent nearly twice as much of their marketing budgets on trying to get new patients. That’s a big discrepancy.

New patients aren’t coming from marketing, they’re coming from
referrals. According to a recent survey, only 1 in 3 new patients are
a result of marketing, compared to 2 in 3 that come from referrals
(Unitron 2017 International Hearing Healthcare Marketing Practices
Research). Earlier in 2017, Unitron surveyed 342 hearing healthcare
professionals (HHCPs) from four countries (USA, Canada, Germany
and France) resulting in some interesting insights for HHCPs.

While traditional forms of marketing are still effective for
maintaining relationships with current patients, there’s a
growing emphasis on using digital and online media to promote a business. Despite being in other fields, share economies such as Uber and Airbnb are driving an emphasis on
online referrals and review platforms. Eighty-eight percent
of consumers now trust online reviews as much as personal
reviews and 72% of consumers will only take action after
reading a positive review.
Online reviews aren’t limited to car-sharing or accommodation. Online referrals affect local and healthcare businesses
too:

86

%

of consumers age 55+
read online reviews for
local businesses

92

%

of consumers will use a
local business if it has a
4-star rating

Potential patients are Googling you before they visit. If
you’re interested in growing your business, you can help
potential patients find you by creating and maintaining an
online reputation through building trust.

What trust means online
Trust is a critical part of the patient experience, but how do
you create or measure trust when you’re not face to face?
Rachel Botsman, who has written books and given TED
Talks on the economy of trust in the digital world, asserts
that online platforms use technology to build trust
between strangers. Trust, she says, is measured in terms of
reputation.
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Reputation can be measured quantitatively (such as star
rating systems, where people may rate their experience on
a scale of 1 to 5) or qualitatively (where people write reviews
about their personal experiences and make recommendations). Some platforms even use both a rating system and
written reviews.
The absence of a review can be as risky as a poor rating,
since people prefer to choose “tried and tested” businesses. An abundance of highly rated reviews builds confidence that patients will have a similar positive experience if
they choose to trust that business.
In our industry, online reviews present patients with an
opportunity to learn from others who consult healthcare
professionals. For example, RateMDs.com allows patients
to rate not just their doctors, but hearing professionals too.

So how do you build trust online?
A good starting point would be to read the reviews written
about you and your colleagues. While a review platform can
seem as though it’s just a way for patients to communicate
with each other, it’s also a great way for you to receive feedback on your business.
Positive reviews serve to let you know the parts of your
clinic most valued by patients. While most of us fear negative feedback more than a cold shower, negative feedback
presents an opportunity for growth. Even better, your ability to respond to the feedback in a professional, caring way
serves to strengthen your reputation with patients and
remove the disgruntled reviewer’s authority. Some platforms (such as social media sites) offer you the opportunity
to respond to feedback directly. When replying online, it’s
critical that you give prompt, direct, empathetic replies.
Patient referrals are the biggest source of new patients to
your business. The growing impact of digital media means
online referrals are becoming increasingly relevant. Building trust online with reviews is an ideal way to communicate
with your patients and grow your brand and business.
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Bridging the digital
divide with FLEX

“I believe Unitron has a really bright
and exciting future. With FLEX you have
a technology that is ahead of its time.
It will allow us to use technology to create
an astounding customer experience.”

Martin Grieder, Group Vice President, HI Marketing, shares why an outstanding customer experience
matters and why Unitron’s FLEX strategy is an industry game changer

– Martin Grieder

Martin has been mountain climbing since he was 12 and now
climbs regularly with his 14-year-old son. Together, they’ve set a
goal to climb all of Switzerland’s 38 4,000 metre peaks. Here, they
just summited Mönch, (13,474 ft/4,107 m) on May 1st 2017.
After 18 months of preparation, Martin was able
to count himself among the very elite by climbing
the world’s highest peak, Mount Everest in 2013.

Brands that deeply understand the customer journey and
invest in an astounding customer experience stand out and
succeed because they truly delight the consumer.
In this article, we sit down with Martin to look at the impacts
of digital transformation on the healthcare industry, changing consumer expectations and Unitron’s FLEX opportunity.
Q What are some of the big shifts you are seeing and
how do you see these changes impacting the healthcare
industry?
Martin: I see three big digital shifts happening.
First, online purchasing is finally taking off. It now represents
around 15% of US retail spend and growing at more than
20% a year. Consumers now expect a seamless online consumer experience and 24/7 product and service availability.
The profound impacts of online retail will take a little longer
to reach the hearing aid industry simply because of the
demographics we serve. But it is coming and we need to
embrace and drive change in this direction.
Second, big data is the new oil. There is a huge opportunity
for us to use consumer data, artificial intelligence and
machine learning to help clinicians improve their fitting efficacy and boost consumer satisfaction.
Finally, hearing aids are becoming connected devices. This
opens up the opportunity for the delivery of e-support and
a whole slew of innovative new services. Clinicians should
start thinking now about how they will adapt to this brave
new world and they should begin evolving their business
practices to accommodate the new service expectations of
tech-savvy consumers.
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Q How are consumer expectations changing?
Martin: Today, consumer expectations are shaped by interactions with global brand leaders such as Amazon, Apple
and Netflix. Consumers now expect the same level of online
interaction and service from every retail and service provider they deal with. The healthcare sector still lags behind
other industries in the delivery of a flexible and positive
online consumer experience, but this shift is inevitable for
our industry. Smaller HHCPs will need to partner up with
manufacturers who offer innovative online ecosystems.
They can then customize that ecosystem to provide consumers with the level of online interaction and services they
now expect.
Q How is Unitron poised to succeed in the future?
Martin: Unitron is the first hearing healthcare company to
launch an innovative software-powered ecosystem. It’s
called FLEX and it’s five years ahead of its time. When fully
adopted by the HHCP, FLEX provides key benefits to consumers and delivers services in an innovative way.
Unitron is now in the process of developing additional FLEX
tools – and empowering them through ubiquitous direct
connectivity of their hearing devices – to create an online
FLEX ecosystem which provides consumers and customers
with a seamless, and ever-improving online experience. By
adopting the innovative and forward-looking FLEX ecosystem into their clinic, HHCPs can catapult their practice into
the 21st century and change their business model and
deliver a remarkable, digitally-enabled experience to their
consumers.
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All conversations.
All mobile phones.
All the freedom
of rechargeable.
People with hearing instruments want to hear all
of life’s conversations. Now they can have their best
conversations everywhere – even on their mobile
phones. That’s very good news, since 74% of adults
aged 50-64 own smartphones, along with almost
half of those over 65.1

Create a stand-out experience
with the FLEX ecosystem

Connect directly to any mobile
phone – not just iPhone®

Give them the freedom
of charge-and-go

When patients wear Moxi™ All hearing
instruments, they can connect directly
to conversations on any mobile phone,2
hands-free without having to wear a
streamer. They experience amazing
sound quality directly in their ear, just
like a Bluetooth® headset.

An easy overnight charge is all patients
need to be ready for every conversation
that comes their way. Plus, they never
have to worry if they forget to charge
because they have the flexibility to swap
in traditional batteries at any time.

Pew Research Center, “Mobile Fact Sheet,” January 12, 2017. 2 Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with
a compatible Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile 3 The Remote Plus app for Moxi All works on Apple smartphones with
iOS 10.2 or newer and Android smartphones with version 6 or newer. The Bluetooth word mark and logos are
registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Product shown at actual size.

1

Easily connect them to TV
Your patients will love watching TV again.
Our easy-to-use TV Connector accessory
can automatically switch their hearing
instruments to the TV program, without
the need for a streamer. And they can
stream entertainment from other
devices too, including computers,
tablets and stereos.

Make them happy with
personalized solutions
Patients have a lot of questions.
With the FLEX™ ecosystem, it’s easier
than ever to make confident choices
together that leave them delighted and
happy to share their great experience
with friends and family.

They can try hearing instruments
in the real world before they commit
with FLEX:TRIAL™. And it’s easy for
you to program these demonstration
devices over and over again.
They can share in-the-moment
impressions of their hearing
instrument performance using the
Remote Plus app.3
You get an easy-to-read summary
of all Patient Ratings, along with
individual listening environment
information for each patient.

Answer the call for
their best conversations
everywhere.
Dial up your Unitron representative
or visit unitron.com to learn more.

The rechargeable revolution
takes France by storm
Strong market demand for innovation and rechargeable
options drives sales and market share for Unitron France
Unitron has launched a rechargeable revolution with the
introduction of three new rechargeable product styles,
Moxi Fit R and Stride™ M R and most recently, Moxi All R.
“The market for rechargeable hearing instruments is particularly strong in France. HHCPs in the country are attracted
to innovation and are actively looking for new solutions and
options to present to their patients,” explains Vincent
Gaggero, General Manager, Unitron France. Interest in
Moxi Fit R, Unitron’s receiver in canal (RIC) rechargeable is
also fueled by a strong appetite for RICs in the country. RICs
now represent 70% of Unitron France’s sales. “Rechargeable hearing instruments have become a hot topic among
French HHCPs. As one of the emerging brands in France,
their attention naturally turned to Unitron to see what we
had to offer.”
Recognizing that interest in rechargeables is high, Unitron
France set out early to create a very memorable launch for
Moxi Fit R. They began promoting the new product to customers two months before Moxi Fit R’s official launch to
create early interest, and engaged loyal customers as early
adopters and market influencers.
“We emphasized Moxi Fit R’s full day charge capability – a
top requirement for patients – its flexibility which allows
people to swap in a regular battery, and the sustainable
nature of the product. We were able to answer to every
patient need and requirement. In a single campaign, we
eliminated every possible objection and compared very
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It’s a dog’s life

favorably to every other solution on the market,” says
Vincent.
Vincent also salutes his marketing team, who delivered the
highest quality campaign materials into the hands of
HHCPs. “Clinicians were very impressed by the sophistication and quality of the campaign,” says Vincent. “The marketing materials sent a strong message that this was going
to be a very special product.”
The strategy worked like a charm. Moxi Fit R sales have
taken off in the country. Rechargeables now represent 37%
of the Unitron France’s total sales and 47% of its RIC sales.
Consumer reaction to Unitron’s new rechargeable product
family is extremely positive. “They don’t have to worry
about handling small batteries. They can simply pop the
hearing aids in the charger. And many consumers love the
fact that we offer a green solution. They feel that the
rechargeable option really aligns with their environmental
values,” says Vincent.
Perhaps most exciting is the fact that Unitron, the “challenger” brand in France, is gaining significant traction and
market share thanks to its new rechargeable product
family. Says Vincent with pride, “We’re not just maintaining
customers with these products. We are capturing brand
new interest. Since Unitron’s rechargeable product offerings came to market, our team has opened many new customer accounts.”

Take Your Dog to Work Day made its way to Unitron in June
2017 with employees making a charitable donation in order
to bring their four-legged friends to work. Nearly 20
employees participated by having their dogs join them at
work for the day – complete with beds, food and water. The
pups and owners enjoyed two fun outdoor play breaks
during the day as well as a trail walk during the lunch hour.
The event raised money for the Lion’s Foundation Dog
Guides of Canada, a charity that Unitron has supported for
over eight years – specifically the Hearing Ear Dog Guide
program which enables hard-of-hearing people to receive a
dog guide who will improve their quality of life at no charge.
“The culture at Unitron is already phenomenal and hosting a
Take Your Dog to Work Day only enhanced it. Studies have
shown the calming effect of dogs. We plan to make it an
annual event and look forward to the next day of fun!”
– Erica Morgan,
Chairperson for Unitron’s fundraising committee
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Start planning today for OTC
When the Over-the-Counter Hearing Aid Act was signed into
US law last year, the door opened for consumers with mild
and moderate hearing challenges to obtain aids without HHCPs.
Clinicians and practice owners alike are justifiably unsure
about the implications.

By Aaron C. Jones, AuD, MS, CCC-A, Unitron US

At the recent Academy of Doctors of Audiology conference (September 25-27, 2017), the
topic of over-the-counter (OTC) competition was pervasive. This is no surprise because the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has yet to provide guidance, but HHCPs can start planning for OTC competitors who are anxiously waiting to enter the market.
What do we know? We know the FDA has three years to propose regulations for OTC hearing
aids and to make those regulations available for public comment. It must then issue final
regulations within 180 days. These regulations must ensure safe and effective devices that
might be programmed by the user and include tests for self-assessment. Likely, OTC hearing
aids will be available in stores, by mail and online. Evidence suggests a few large, consumer
electronic companies and numerous startups will look to test the market.
What are the unknowns? We have not seen requirements for labeling, adverse event reporting, or premarket filing. Likewise, only time will reveal the impact that familiar consumer
brands and OTC devices have on patient expectations for price and performance. HHCPs are
left wondering how to compete with OTC hearing aids and whether they should offer those
devices, too.

Offer great hearing aids and great patient experience
HHCPs often bundle their professional services with hearing aids and assign a single
price. While this approach to pricing provides
the greatest initial revenue for the practice, it
sends a message that hearing aids are the
most important part of the bundle. It devalues hearing healthcare services, but we know
that the services you provide are critical to
audiological care.
OTC aids will not be bundled with such services. Their prices will not include a hearing
aid orientation, conformity evaluation or earmolds, for example. If the prices of existing
wireless earbuds are any indication then OTC
hearing aids could be priced under $400 per
pair. Mass marketing of these low-cost
devices, regardless of their performance,
could anchor consumer expectations for price.
Once OTC hearing aids hit the market, you may
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see an increasing number of patients who reject traditional
amplification because the bundled HHCP value proposition
is unclear.
You have the tools you need to start planning today for
OTC competitors. You can start by offering robust, evidence-based technologies that help people hear better.
As patients evolve into healthcare consumers however, it

is clear that technology is not enough for everyone. Great
hearing aids must be offered with a great experience that
rivals ones seen in consumer industries. Technology and
patient experience together promote in-clinic success.
They lead to the repeat and referral traffic you need to be
successful.

FLEX for in-clinic success

Itemize then unbundle

Patients increasingly think of price transparency as a key
satisfaction metric. Start planning for this by itemizing your
products and services. To itemize means to list the device
and services as separate line items with separate fees and it
clarifies your value proposition. It’s a best practice that
helps provide the price transparency patients want.
To itemize appropriately, a practice needs to determine its
hourly rate. This is the amount charged per patient contact
hour that is necessary to cover operating expenses less the
cost of goods sold (COGS), which is money spent on items
for resale, and yield a desired profit. It sounds scary but the
math is simple. First calculate the total annual expense
excluding COGS. It includes things like compensation, rent,
utilities, equipment and marketing. Then add the annual
profit. Lastly, divide this result by the number of annual
patient contact hours across all HHCPs in the practice. The
end result is the hourly rate necessary to achieve a specified
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profit. With the hourly rate known, values can be assigned
to each professional service, making sure to align them with
negotiated fees allowed by payers.
Once products and services are itemized, you can take it
one step further by unbundling. Without offering unbundled services, you may soon find hearing aid ‘sticker shock’
to be an insurmountable barrier to in-clinic success. While
itemization may clarify the your value proposition, it might
not be enough. Unbundling allows you to compete on product price while highlighting professional services. Some
patients will value those services but others will not. This is
okay. Why not offer product solutions for healthcare consumers to help establish long-term relationships with them?
Rather than dismiss patients who have low budgets or
‘only’ situational hearing challenges, you can offer products
and optional services that are scalable to meet the needs of
those patients today and in the future.

Some HHCPs might offer OTC hearing aids like optometrists
offer non-prescription reading glasses, but requirements
for inventory and marketing are unappealing. A great alternative is to use Unitron’s FLEX. Open-platform hardware
allows you to satisfy patients who insist on OTC devices, or
even those who are compelled by lower-priced hearing aids
sold by big retailers. You can transparently offer optional
services with an unbundled product that competes on price
today and can be upgraded in the future.
In addition to price transparency, patients want treatment
from the ‘expert’, but how do you demonstrate expertise
when the perception of it is subjective? Creating a great
patient experience goes a long way when it includes providing comprehensive, evidence-based treatment. There is no
shortage of clinical research data that demonstrate the
importance of amplification, but what about the selection of
technologies? The evidence basis for some technologies is
sparse. Furthermore, technical jargon and the nuances of
specific features are lost on many patients. Patients in the
past simply trusted your recommendations, but today
patients are more informed and justifiably skeptical.

Fortunately you can demonstrate your expertise using
FLEX:TRIAL. You can use real-life data gathered with
Log It All during the FLEX:TRIAL process to make evidencebased technology recommendations. This reinforces the
perception of your expertise while engaging patients in the
process, building trust and seamlessly beginning their
adaptation to amplification. FLEX allows risk-free trial of
any technology level within a single device without stocking separate hearing aids. In the future as patient budget
allows or need requires, FLEX:UPGRADE™ can be used to
easily advance patients through higher technology levels.
FLEX and unbundling together offer a robust and scalable
solution for you to compete with OTC competitors. Consistent with the Unitron emphasis on customer experience,
this solution also values the hearing healthcare profession.
It empowers both you and your patients. You benefit from
reduced sales pressure, decreased inventory, increased
closure rate and long-term patient relationships. Patients
benefit from evidence-based technology recommendations, risk-free trials and opportunities for future upgrades
when budget allows and need requires. OTC competitors
are coming, but you can start planning to use FLEX and
unbundling to ensure patient delight with technology and
experience.
Unitron Magazine
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We asked hearing healthcare professionals
to rate our ingenious technologies on a
scale of 1 to 10. Here’s what they had to say
about how beautifully the FLEX experience
maps to what today’s consumers want.

Give them good news

Give them control

9.2

9.1

With FLEX:TRIAL my patients
feel in control of the process*

FLEX and Log It All have
a positive impact on my
patients’ satisfaction*

Give them easy

9.3

FLEX:TRIAL contributes
to the ease and simplicity
of evaluating hearing
instruments*

Proven to delight
Give them
emotional support

8.6

Give them the
total experience

9.3

Log It All gives me
valuable insights to build
an emotional connection*

Using FLEX:TRIAL in my clinic
improves the total experience*
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61%

considered a
take-home trial
very beneficial

Control over health/treatment

Here’s what 350 consumers
with hearing loss want from you
Did you know, most of your patients would prefer a take-home trial for hearing aids, instead of more
convenient clinic hours? Both methods help the emerging healthcare consumer feel in control, although
you’re more likely to help your patients by prioritizing take-home trials at your practice instead of
convenient hours. Unitron surveyed 350 consumers with hearing loss, to better understand what’s
important to the emerging healthcare consumer, so you can be better informed about how you can meet
your patients’ needs. According to the data, the emerging healthcare consumer wants:

Improved quality of life
While hearing loss may be related to the risk of dementia
and cognitive fatigue – it seems as though today’s consumer is less likely to be motivated by fear. Instead, the top
three reasons for purchasing hearing aids were to improve:
1. Quality of life
2. The ability to participate in group activities
3. Relationships at home
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Positive emotional connection
In the research, the top three emotions identified after purchase of hearing aids were positive: Hopeful, optimistic,
and curious.
Since it’s important that your patient feels a positive emotion, make their transition to wearing hearing aids as
smooth as possible. From the initial greeting to the testing
of their hearing, both of you flourish in conditions which
complement the patient’s desire for this to be the start of a
relationship, rather than a transaction.

In our study, two out of three patients with hearing loss
want to be active participants in the process of purchasing
hearing instruments. Patients want to be involved and
informed: more than 60% of participants choose an HHCP
who takes the time to explain their hearing test to them.
When consumers understand the product better, they
make a more informed decision; one way of empowering
patients is through a hearing aid trial. Of the 350 consumers surveyed, 87% consider a trial beneficial, and that proportion is even higher for people with hearing loss who
don’t own hearing aids (yet). A trial provides patients with
an opportunity to experience the hearing aids prior to purchasing, helping consumers feel more in control and
engaged in the process. And while a trial is beneficial, 61%
considered a take-home trial to be very beneficial, especially for those aged 50-59 years.

Simple and relevant information
When a patient visits a clinic, the most valued part of their
visit is with an HHCP who takes the time to explain their
test results. The second most valuable thing is that the
information is to the point and easy to understand. This
shouldn’t be surprising as hearing aids are technical
devices, with a wide range of choices and features.

To help your conversations stay focused, we asked our
sample about their purchasing decisions and these were
what they most valued:
• More than 85% stated that an option to upgrade would
be reassuring
• 76% would consider it beneficial to have rechargeable
hearing aids (and even more so for non-owners: 92%)
Surprisingly, convenient clinic hours weren’t a priority to
most consumers. Only 9% considered convenient hours
including weekends and evenings as one of their top three
important aspects.

Exceptional customer experience
More consumers base their level of satisfaction on the
whole experience. In Unitron’s 2017 International Hearing
Healthcare Marketing survey conducted with HHCPs, we
found out that patient referrals have a large impact on the
recruiting of new patients – more so than marketing efforts.
In our consumer survey, 70% of patients who were “very
satisfied” with their service referred one to three people to
an HHCP, compared to 38% of patients that rated their service as “somewhat satisfied.”
Communication is key to the success of the relationship
between a patient and their HHCP. As the expectations of
the emerging healthcare consumer change, you have the
opportunity to adapt to better connect with your patients.
By keeping a holistic approach to these key attributes, you
place yourself in better position to deliver an exceptional
end-to-end experience.
Unitron Magazine
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Designing remarkable
experiences
Unitron pays it forward
Recently, at Ignite (Unitron’s Sales & Marketing conference) in Banff, global employees came together and celebrated the sounds of Canada, in honor of the 150th
anniversary of Confederation. Inspired by local artist Dean Stanton, attendees
transformed a canoe into a whimsical and fun piece commemorating Canadian
sounds. The canoe was donated to the Bob Rumball Camp for the Deaf in Parry
Sound, Ontario, Canada and they looked pretty excited to receive it!

TrueBlue partners provide input
on product innovation
Eighteen independent HHCPs from across the UK and
Ireland visited Unitron’s headquarters in Kitchener, Ontario,
Canada recently. This exclusive event gave attendees an
opportunity to provide feedback about Tempus technology,
get a sneak preview into our next product innovations, learn
more about the Unitron brand, tour the newly renovated
facility as well as visit a local dispensing office.
“It’s good to see the work that goes on behind the scenes
and it’s a privilege to be asked our opinions on what we
think works in the market place (especially with marketing),” said Jackie Mantle, Clearer Hearing. “It’s good to be
able to talk freely and honestly and to get motivation and
ideas from colleagues both in the UK and Canada.”
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Engage 2017, a conference focused on designing patient
experiences worthy of remark

Unitron and North American customers gathered on
October 3-5, 2017 in Chicago, Illinois at Unitron’s annual
Engage conference to share strategies and best practices
on designing a patient experience worthy of remark, leveraging both technology and service innovation. This was
achieved through a combination of front of the room and
workshop sessions, as well as several guest speakers tackling such topics as: “Being remarkable online” and “The
power of service – keeping customers for life.”

“…I used to tell people my favorite thing about Unitron was
customer service, however, since I became an owner – I
would say I am in awe of how they (you) have walked me
through concepts and ideas to better my business. You continue to give me new tools to improve – better increase my
offices. Your personal touch comes through and I feel you
are my business partner. My cheering section. My friends.
Remarkable!”
– Engage 2017 survey response

Waffles and the best coffee
on the show floor
Unitron participated in the 62nd
International Congress of Hearing
Aid Acousticians (EUHA) in Nuremberg, Germany. Participants heard
about our revolutionary rechargeable products, experienced the
benefits of spatial awareness in
our virtual reality demo and lined
up for some waffles and the best
coffee on the show floor.
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The Hear the World Foundation:

The gift of hearing for people
in need with hearing loss
Doing good things in Mandalay
This isn’t the first time Unitron’s Audiology and Training Manager,
Douglas Baldwin, put up his hand to help those in need. As the first
Sonova employee to embark on a Hear the World project, Douglas’
first assignment took him to Nairobi, Kenya in 2013. Now just back
from Mandalay, Myanmar, Douglas recently shared his second
experience with us.
Over the course of five days, together with professionals from the UK, Douglas and
another Sonova employee tested about 20 children who were new students at the
Mandalay School for the Deaf. Of those tested, 16 had sufficient residual hearing to
benefit from hearing aid amplification. The volunteers also retested many children
who had been fit previously and found many lacked adequate earmolds, so impressions were taken and crafted into new, better-fitting earmolds. The team also provided training to the staff at the school and software to local ENT doctors who will
provide follow-up support afterwards.

“It’s all about giving back,” says Douglas. “For several years I
wanted to get more involved in the humanitarian efforts of the
Hear the World Foundation. I was happy and honored several
years ago to have had the opportunity to be the first official
Sonova employee volunteer. And I am truly grateful to have had
the privilege to participate once again.”

The Hear the World Foundation, a Sonova corporate initiative, supports disadvantaged people with hearing loss
around the world and gets involved in hearing loss prevention. Hear the World focuses particularly on projects
for children with hearing loss, enabling them to develop to
their fullest potential.
Since its establishment, the non-profit Swiss foundation
has supported over 80 projects in 39 countries – with
funding, hearing aid technology and expertise.

Supported by Sonova employees
The role of Sonova employees is key to the success of the
foundation’s work. Alongside the financial and technological project support, Sonova employees volunteer for Hear
the World; they travel to projects all over the world to
share their knowledge and train local staff.

...and more than 100 celebrities
More than 100 high-profile ambassadors, such as Bryan
Adams, Cindy Crawford, Plácido Domingo, Annie Lennox,
and Sting support Hear the World as ambassadors raising
public awareness for the importance of good hearing and
the consequences of hearing loss.

How you can help!
Every year, the Hear the World Foundation sells the Hear
the World Calendar featuring 12 portraits of celebrity
ambassadors photographed by Bryan Adams to support
children in need with hearing loss. Buy a calendar and
support the good cause or contribute to our work with a
donation.
For more information: www.hear-the-world.com
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